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START HERE

1. Find a clear area in which you can work.

2. Unpack fixture from the box.

3. Carefully review the instruction prior to assembly.

1.Shut off electrical current before starting. If the

fixture you are replacing turned ON and OFF by a

wall switch, simply turn the switch off. If not, remove

the appropriate fuse (or open the circuit breaker)

until the fixture is dead. DO NOT restore current-

either by fuse, breaker, or switch- until the new

fixture is completely wired and in place.

STEP 1

1. To begin assembly of your fixture, first alligned

the 3 stem to the 3 holes on your canopy.

2. Next, lock the stem with wire by using ball nut

with hole to slip wire and ground.Next lock 2

pcs stem using ball nut without hole.

3. After the stems assembled,lock the Brass Loop

into the nipple. see drawing 1.

4. Next refer to instruction sheet VIS-01, provided,

on how to hang your fixture from the ceiling.

SAFETY WARNING: READ WIRING AND

GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS AND ANY

ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS.

TURN POWER SUPPLY OFF DURING

INSTALLATION. IF NEW WIRING IS REQUIRED,

CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN OR

LOCAL AUTHORITIES FOR CODE

REQUIREMENTS.

1. After mounting, install bulb (E)

2. Repeat the process until all the bulbs are properly

installed.

3. you can now insert the (12pcs) 6 inches diameter

alabaster stone (AB-6) and (12pcs)

5 inches diameter alabaster stone (AB-5) on

threaded tube with metal washer (W) and lock by

using thumb screw (T). see drawing 2.
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NOTE: Please consult a qualified electrician if you are not certain of

installation or servicing.

CAUTION
:

l Before starting installation or servicing, disconnect power by turning off the

circuit breaker or by removing the fuse at the fuse box.

l These instructions are provided for your safety.  It is very important that they

are read carefully and completely before beginning the assembly of this lighting

fixture.

l SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

To Assembly:

1. Carefully unpack the fixture, spread out fixture, and lay out all parts on a clean

surface.

2. Fasten mounting strap (A) to outlet box (JB) with the two screws (B).

3. Thread 2-hex nuts (E1) and (E2) onto threaded nipple (D).

4. Thread one end of  threaded nipple (D) into collar loop (F) a minimum of 

1

2

" to 

3

4

".

5. Thread other end of threaded nipple (D) into mounting strap (A)approximate 

1

2

".

6. Slip canopy (G) over collar loop (F) and adjust height of loop so half of the

threaded area on the loop is  exposed - see Drawing 2.

7. After collar loop (F) height is adjusted, tighten hex nut (E2) up against mounting

strap (A), and tighten against mounting strap to lock loop and nipple in position.

8. Remove mounting strap (A) from J-box and thread third hex nut (E3) onto end

of threaded nipple (D) above the mounting strap (A), tighten against mounting

strap (A) to lock assembly in position.

10. Remount mounting strap (A) to junction box.

1. Taking the chain (J), determine the length you require to hang the fixture

2. Attach one of the speed link (I) to top loop of the fixture and connect into chain .

3. Now slip collar loop (F) and canopy (G) onto chain. - see Drawing 2.

4. Attach 2nd speed link to collar loop (F). Get assistance for this step since fixture

may be heavy and difficult to hold while attaching the chain.

1. Unwrap fixture lead wire and ground wire and weave them up through the chain.

2. Slip fixture lead wire and ground wire through the center of the collar loop (F).

3. Connect ground wire to mounting strap (A) using green ground screw (GS).

4. Make electrical connection from supply wire to fixture lead wires. Refer to Wiring

Guide (WG) and follow all instruction to make all necessary connections.

5. Slip canopy up firmly against the ceiling and secure by turning the collar ring (H)

on collar loop (F) until tight.

HALF OF THE THREAD

 AREA EXPOSED

Drawing 1 – Hanging Instruction

Drawing 2 – Canopy Adjustment

VIS-01

Hanging Installation Instruction
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